
Make your diversity reporting simple, accurate and revealing by automating it. 
Get immediate diversity insights from your data in under 60 seconds. 
The PPLYTX dashboards provide simple reports displaying workforce 
composition, pay equity status and, performance outcomes.

Let your composition, remuneration and performance data work harder for 
you to properly inform your diversity and inclusion strategy. How Many Levels In 

The Organisation Can 
Be Measured?

We measure three 
levels down in the 

organisation, which 
means that you get 
to view the ensure 

company data and two 
additional levels. We’ll 

help you set this up 
right from the start.

 How Often Should We 
Upload Data?

You have the choice of 
uploading data either 
monthly or quarterly. 

Simply add your data to 
the CSV file and click 
the ‘upload’ button. 

Within seconds, your 
report is ready.

  Who Can Access The 
Data?

We have included 
permission levels so 
that, you can grant 
business leaders, 

executive, D&I and 
others access to the 
data. You can choose 

to give them full 
access to everything, 
turn on/off team data, 

and also limit their 
view by turning off any 
pay equity outcomes.

We know that data can 
be sensitive, so it’s 

important that you’re 
in control of it. You 

choose who sees it.

The only system you need to help you report and analyse your people-centric 
data. PPLYTX automates your diversity reporting, allowing you to easily 
measure and evaluate the impact diversity and inclusion outcomes have on 
your business.

We know that collating diversity and inclusion data can 
be a real challenge, which is why PPLYTX has been 
created.

What is PPLYTX?

FAQs

Why PPLYTX?

PPLYTX can: 
- Automates your gender pay reports
- breaks down your gender composition
- Improves overall performance

Filter your report by:

Composition Pay Equity Performance

Location Business Unit TenureTeam Job LevelGender Age


